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Introduction
This report’s purpose is to provide evidence through research, to the reader, so 

that they will better understand the design choices made by the design team. The 

Goal-Directed Design (GDD) process consists of a set of methods to realize the true 

goals of a user. GDD is an iterative process, taking bits and pieces from different 

disciplines such as ethnography, market research, and widely recognized inter-

action principles. There are 6 phases in GDD: Research, Modeling, Requirements 

Definition, Design Framework, Design Refinement, and Design Support.

This report consists of information gathered during the research phase in the GDD 

process for the app, “What’s In Your Fridge?”. The research phase collects quali-

tative data on user goals, as well as the goals of stakeholders. Also, keep in mind, 

“What’s In Your Fridge?” is a working title and may be changed later on.

 “What’s In Your Fridge?” is a mobile app that aims to reduce the food wasted by its 

users. To accomplish this, “What’s In Your Fridge?” will provide recipe suggestions 

based on the leftover ingredients in one’s kitchen. A user would be able to list out 

and update the ingredients they own and will receive recipes that include the in-

gredients on the list. In return, this will encourage people to use up their leftovers 

instead of ignoring them until they spoil, saving them time, money, and waste.

The report begins with a review of the Kickoff Meeting, Literature Review, and 

Competitive Audit. Proceeding that the report then explains the Stakeholder Inter-

view substitutions, and finally, it analyzes the User Interviews. This analysis con-

sists of the persona hypothesis, reviewing the research sessions, and identifying 

patterns found throughout the interviews.
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The first step in the GDD process is the Kickoff 

Meeting. The Kickoff meeting is typically held 

between the design team and important stake-

holders (clients) to establish project goals and 

expectations. During this meeting, the design 

team would ask questions to understand the 

essential aspects of the overall project. The 

design team wants to learn who the potential 

users are, their goals, objectives, challeng-

es, and limitations. But because this is a class 

project, we don’t have any clients to meet with, 

so instead, we were given a Kickoff Meeting 

worksheet that included common questions and 

topics that would usually be discussed during 

the meeting. So, to begin our research phase of 

the GDD process, we completed this worksheet. 

By using the worksheet to guide us through our 

kickoff meeting, we were able to establish some 

assumptions about what our product could po-

tentially become. 

For one, we are designing this app for ourselves 

and the project requirements. Our goal for 

“What’s In Your Fridge?” is to aid in reducing 

food waste by encouraging users to cook food 

with the ingredients they already have at their 

disposal. Current products fail to address the 

environmental impact of throwing away left-

over food. Our product will incentivize using 

these leftovers by providing meal suggestions 

based on them. In return, users would be able to 

save time, money, and ultimately reduce their 

waste. 

Kickoff Meeting

Stakeholder Interviews
Since this is a class project, we don’t have any 

stakeholders. Instead, we used the information 

gathered from the Kickoff meeting to act in the 

place of our stakeholders. Stakeholder meetings 

are a crucial point in the GDD research process 

because the design team will be able to get an 

understanding of the stakeholders’ personal 

and business goals for the project. The informa-

tion collected from these meetings would also 

help guide us in what to search for during our 

user research.  This section was completed with 

educated guesses we assumed while completing 

the worksheet. 

The first topic covered was our ideal users, 

or what we suspected who our primary us-

ers would be. After each of us discussed what 

we assumed who our ideal user would be, we 

concluded that our users are anyone from the 

ages 18 to 35 who has an interest in cooking. 

Although to be more specific, we suppose our 

users would-be college students or young adults 

who have moved away from home and are living 

on their own for the first time. 

After establishing our ideal users, we had to 

determine how this product would fit into their 

lives, and we concluded that our users would be 

able to use this app in any aspect of their lives. 

Whether it be finding recipes on the go or from 

the comfort of their couch, we imagine that 

“What’s in Your Fridge” will fit a variety of sit-

uations and needs. Our product will most likely 

feature a user-friendly interface with a mini-

malist design that aids users to focus on what 

they are seeking. 

The next topic we covered was what we as-

sumed the most important features of our 

product would be. The first feature that we 

thought was crucial to the functioning of our 

product was the ingredient list (pantry). This 

feature would allow users to input food and 

ingredients that they already have as well as 

update the list when changes are needed.
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Then we had a brief discussion about how we 

would know when our app is successful. As a 

team, we decide that we would know we were 

victorious once our users start reusing their 

leftovers more often and reducing their waste 

in general. We also believe that our product 

would be successful when our users don’t only 

use the app just to reduce their waste but rather 

to find new recipes as opposed to just what they 

can cook immediately.

Lastly, our team discussed how some of the 

assumptions we have about our product might 

be dangerous. We suspect that the two assump-

tions that may potentially be dangerous for our 

product would be that everyone would want to 

reduce their waste and that our product would 

be rewarding to use. If these assumptions were 

proven false, the app would have no real reason 

to exist.

The second feature would be suggested recipes 

where users would receive recipes based on 

the ingredients they inserted in the ingredient 

list. And lastly, the final feature we perceive to 

important would be the recipe database, which 

would include every recipe we plan to include 

our product. Users would be able to search and 

filter through the recipes to get specified re-

sults. These three features will most likely make 

up the core interactions most users will expe-

rience. We want to keep the interactions within 

our product as simple as possible to encourage 

usage among new users.

We also assume that the main reason someone 

would use our product would be to save time 

and money on cooking meals.

 When they are getting recipe suggestions based 

on the food they already own, they wouldn’t 

have to shop as often as they previously did 

or spend as much time deciding what to cook. 

Alongside saving time and money, the users of 

this product will inevitably reduce their food 

waste as well as being introduced to new kinds 

of food and ways of cooking it.

We suspect that we would acquire the majori-

ty of our users through targeted ads. Our tar-

get audience would preferably be people that 

are environmentally conscious and looking 

for ways to reduce their food waste. Being a 

non-profit organization, we assume that ma-

jority of our product funds will be acquired 

through donations, government grants, and 

fundraising opportunities.

After discussing the main features as well as 

the target audience for our product, we exam-

ined who our primary competitors are, and 

our main competitors in this market would be 

Cooklist and SuperCook. They are popular apps 

with a lot of connections to other food-related 

organizations. We plan to overcome them by 

pushing our eco-friendly intentions while we 

advertise as a non-profit, waste reducing app 

and, as we said above, target environmentally 

conscious consumers.
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Literature Review
Introduction

After completing a kickoff meeting, the design 

team would normally conduct a Literature re-

view and competitive audit to prepare for their 

stakeholder meetings. A literature review is 

when the design team reviews all information 

that pertains to their product and its domain. 

But because we don’t have any stakeholders, 

the literature review will assist us in learning 

about the domain of our product and all that it 

entails. 

Food Waste In America

According to the Natural Resources Defense 

Council, about 40% of the food sold in the 

United States is thrown away, which means 

that Americans throw out about 20 pounds of 

spoiled food from their fridge every month 

(Gunders). Because this has been a huge prob-

lem and is still today, our team decided to 

design a product that will contribute to the 

growing issue. The purpose of this idea is to 

help alleviate the problem of food wastes by 

providing users with recipe suggestions based 

on the ingredients that they have at their dis-

posal. Although our team did not actually meet 

with any stakeholders and do not have access to 

any internal business documents and industry 

reports, we did research and examine related 

information from the web and academic jour-

nals. The information that we gained from web 

searches has led to several findings on the con-

text surrounding our product idea.

While doing research, we found that one billion 

tons of food each year end up in landfills and 

are never touched or eaten by consumers. “In 

the United States alone, food waste generates 

the same amount of greenhouse gas emissions 

as 37 million cars, according to the Natural 

Resources Defense Council” (Nierenberg). Many 

people are not aware of how much food they 

waste in addition to the negative effects rotting 

food has on the environment. Because we have 

access to an overabundance of food in America, 

many of us do not think twice about throwing 

away and wasting food. As a result, food has 

become a throwaway item. 

On the other hand, however, those who are 45 

years old and younger, do take food waste into 

consideration more than other age groups. 

Most people tend to think about how reducing 

food wastes would benefit them individually, 

rather than how reducing food wastes would 

benefit the environment. Therefore, reducing 

the amount of money spent on foods outweighs 

the concern for reducing food wastes (New 

Hope Network Staff).
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According to consumers, the top two reasons 

why food gets wasted is because the food ends 

up spoiled and stale, and people end up throw-

ing away leftovers regardless. In a survey by 

the International Food Information Council 

Foundation, 78% of the respondents have stated 

that they have thought about food wastes while 

eating at home, 75% while grocery shopping, 

and 61% while dining out. (New Hope Network 

Staff). “Overall, consumers think of food waste 

least often when eating out; most food waste 

results from home cooked leftovers, and saving 

money is more important than saving the envi-

ronment” (New Hope Network Staff). 

There are a few different methods that consum-

ers say they use to reduce food wastes. These 

methods include storing their foods to max-

imize shelf life, keeping their pantries orga-

nized, making grocery lists, and making meal 

plans. Today, many people use food apps that 

allow users to carry out some of these methods, 

along with being able to search for millions of 

recipes. These apps are providing users with 

the option to input some ingredients that us-

ers already have and giving recipe suggestions 

based on those ingredients.

The Unwavering Impact of Cookbooks

Contrarily, there are many individuals today 

who still use and prefer cookbooks. To our sur-

prise, cookbooks are still surviving today, 

even though people can search for recipes 

online or through one of the many recipe apps 

that are currently available on app stores. Amy 

Trubek, associate professor and faculty direc-

tor for the Food Systems Graduate Program at 

the University of Vermont, says, “I think people 

do use the internet a lot for quick recipes, but I 

don’t think people aspirationally read websites. 

I think they aspirationally read beautiful, glossy 

cookbooks.”

Some people feel as if cookbooks are nostalgic, 

and some people believe that by using cook-

books, you will receive a different experience 

than looking through recipes digitally. Also, 

some individuals think that “internet recipes 

tend to be stand-alone, whereas a cookbook or 

personal recipe source provides more context, 

continuity, and connection. For example, whole 

menu suggestions, overlapping ingredients 

and techniques that can be used for another 

dish, and comprehensive guides to following a 

specific diet” (Martinko). Some say that there 

are shortcomings when using electronic tech-

nology for cooking. Some of the disadvantages 

of using mobile phones or tablets are that the 

screen dims, your fingers become covered in 

oil or food crumbs, and it is a struggle to scroll 

around trying to see both the instructions and 

the ingredients list (White).

The Rise of Digital Recipe Sharing

While there are still people who utilize cook-

books, searching through Google, and using 

food apps are constantly growing and becom-

ing more popular. Nowadays, recipes are being 

shared via food apps and through websites. 59% 

of millennials bring their smartphones or tab-

lets into the kitchen to look up recipes to figure 

out what to cook. 

Around 50% of consumers use social media 

sites to learn about food, and around 40% 

from websites, apps, or blogs (Bold). For quite 

some time now, online media has dramatically 

changed the way people discover food.

Current Perspectives on Cooking

Today, restaurant dining has declined, and 

more people are cooking at home, which is

becoming more convenient for them. 82% of 

meals that Americans eat are prepared at home, 

which is a percentage higher than a decade 

ago (Reiter). Cooking and eating healthy is 

also something most Americans seek. “A re-

port from the International Food Information 

Council (IFIC) Foundation and the American 

Heart Association found that 95% of shoppers 

in the United States say they always or some-

times seek healthy food options” (Mastroian-

ni). However, according to a survey conducted 

by OnePoll, some of the barriers that prevent 

respondents from cooking healthy is time, little 

knowledge, and a lack of inspiration (Sadlier).
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When it comes to cooking, over a third of Ame-

ricans, say that they have felt judged about their 

cooking skills. Some say that they are afraid of 

handling a spatula, and some of them get tense 

when using a food processor. Some people also 

say that they get anxious using v and measuring 

cups. Sometimes people experience disasters 

in the kitchen; however, these mishaps do not 

prevent people from cooking and starting new 

culinary challenges. According to Sadlier, 45% 

of the respondents who took a survey conduct-

ed by OnePoll said that they are going to try 

cooking more diverse recipes, and 48% of those 

surveyed would like to embrace healthier eating 

habits. In retrospect, even though some people 

have reservations and insecurities surrounding 

cooking, that doesn’t stop others from con-

tinuing their journey of learning joyous act coo-

king and healthy living.

Conclusion

Overall, this literature review provided us with 

information that supports the purpose of our 

product idea. This review displays the impor-

tance of reducing food waste in addition to 

the effects it has on the environment. It also 

discusses the current methods that people use 

to reduce food waste at home, as well as their 

existing views on cooking within their daily 

lives.  By completing this literature review, our 

team was able to understand the current pers-

pectives of how people incorporate the use of 

mobile devices while cooking. This information 

has given our team knowledge on what direc-

tion we should continue during the next phases 

of the Goal-Direct Design process.

Competitive Audit
Our team looked through and examined com-

peting products that were on the market in or-

der for us to become familiar with the strengths 

and limitations of competing products the 

users currently have access to. Researching the 

different competing products gave our team 

insight into the functional scope of the differ-

ent apps. There are several different apps that 

we looked into; those being Cooklist, 

Supercook, Allrecipes,BigOven, and Pinterest.

Cooklist is a food app that allows you to shop in 

online grocery stores, plan your meals, and 

search for recipes you can cook with the ingre-

dients you already have. Cooklist allows you to 

connect your loyalty cards, and it automatically 

downloads your purchases into a digital pantry. 

Cooklist has over 1 million recipes filtered, and 

you are able to search and add more filters by 

ingredients. This app also allows you to keep up 

with food expiration dates by giving you expira-

tion notifications.

SuperCook is a service that allows you to find 

foods to cook based on what ingredients you 

have. This app gives you International reci-

pes that are created by users from around the 

world, which gives users a variety of options. 

As you add ingredients, SuperCook gives you 

suggestions, updating the list as you add more 

ingredients. This app also has a pantry/ingredi-

ent list and a categorized recipe list.

The Allrecipes is an app that pinpoints your 

location so that it can give you information on 

what ingredients are available in your area. If 

you don’t like the recipe displayed on the in-

terface, you are able to swipe away recipes or 

ingredients that do not interest you. This app 

also includes a categorized recipe list. Allreci-

pes also has videos that tell you step by step in-

structions on how to make a meal. You are able 

to upload pictures of the foods you have cooked 

and share it among friends and followers, giv-

ing users the opportunity to engage in social 

connections. This app automatically calculates 

measurements of ingredients and tells you how 

much you need in order to feed a single person 

or a group of people. The app keeps a note of 

the users’ likes and dislikes, and it will most 

likely suggest recipes based on the users’ likes.

BigOven is an app known for its meal plan-

ning and recipe management with more than 

350,000 recipes. When you choose a recipe, it 

will create a shopping list for you. This app also 

has a built-in library of recipes, which is sorted 

into categories.
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The app allows you to take snapshots of your 

own recipes, and you are able to share your 

cooking experience with others and see what 

your friends are cooking. The app also has a 

weekly organizer to make sure you have all the 

ingredients on hand, and it also helps reduce 

food waste.

Finally, Pinterest is a social networking app 

where you are able to share images and videos 

with others and discover new interests. You 

are able to discover new possibilities and save 

what you find. The app allows you to find inspi-

rational ideas from anywhere on the internet. 

You are also able to follow the boards of your 

friends, and you can like and comment on other 

people’s pins. Recipes can be also be found on 

this app, giving you a categorized recipe list.

After examining these apps, our team was able 

to identify a few features that users may be 

looking for in a recipe app. We came to the con-

clusion that users enjoy the visual aspects when 

it comes to choosing a recipe. They enjoy being 

able to see the final outcome of the meal. They 

also expect to be able to share their recipes 

with their friends and family within the app, so 

they are looking for a way to connect with them 

while exploring the app. And the last feature 

that stood out to us was the search feature, 

users want to have immediate access to infor-

mation they are seeking, so having an apparent 

search feature is essential.
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Persona Hypothesis
The next step in the GDD process is User In-

terviews, but before we started the user inter-

views, we conducted the persona hypothesis. 

A persona hypothesis is conducted before user 

interviews to provide the design team with a 

starting point when looking to interview po-

tential users. When a design team completes 

a person hypothesis, they focus on identifying 

possible behavior patterns. A persona hypoth-

esis is your initial assumptions of the users, 

their behaviors, attitudes, aptitudes, motiva-

tions, environments, and challenges.

During this process, we chose to create three 

hypothesized personas that would direct our 

search for user interview participants. These 

personas were named Charley, Sam,

and Carter.

These personas are the team’s educated as-

sumptions about who the potential users of our 

product are. They were constructed by review-

ing our data from the competitive audit and 

seeing what kind of people make up the user 

population of similar apps. We created three 

personas because we felt it provided a substan-

tial overarching view of our product’s potential 

users.

Charley

Charley is 26 years old, living in an apartment, 

for the first time, with another roommate. He 

has had some experience cooking throughout 

college but has never been his own sole pro-

vider. Charley’s main reason to use the app is 

to save time and money by reusing his leftover 

food. He needs a free app because he wouldn’t 

pay for an app when so many are already free. 

Charley has been using mobile apple products 

since the Shuffle and has learned nearly every 

common idiom used today.

Because Charley is still a novice cook, he needs 

instructions for preparing the recipes while 

he is cooking. Videos and voice activation will 

be necessary for him to use the app while he is 

cooking. He hasn’t learned how to keep things 

clean yet.

Charley would also need to be able to quickly 

navigate the app while he is in the grocery store 

shopping for his meals. Finding ingredients 

on the app easily is a must for him because he 

does not want to look lost and feel foolish at 

the store. Finally, Charley likes to mix things up 

in his diet. He would like to be able to find new 

types of meals that are within his skill set.

Sam

Sam represents our possible secondary user. He 

is 32, married, and has a ten-year-old daugh-

ter. He is not very tech-savvy and often gets 

frustrated, trying to use “fancy new apps.” Sam 

has gotten pretty good at cooking and can put 

meals together on his own if he has the right

 ingredients. Sam’s wife often has to work late, 

so Sam picks up his daughter after school. Sam

doesn’t always plan ahead and finds himself 

making last-minute meals several nights

throughout the week. He would like to easily 

and quickly know what ingredients he has

at home and get a few recipe suggestions as 

ideas for meals, but he probably won’t

follow the steps. He can make it better.

Carter

Carter is considered our tertiary user. She is a 

19-year-old college student who just moved into 

the dorms and is living on her own for the first 

time. She has cooked

the occasional eggs in the morning, but not 

much else. Living in a dorm, Carter doesn’t 

have access to a full kitchen. She wants to try 

making some simple meals but is afraid she 

doesn’t have the necessary equipment. Whenev-

er she looks for recipes, she reads it all the way 

through to make sure she has what she needs 

actually to make the meal.

She often searches for recipes in her lecture 

classes because they are boring, and everyone 

else is on their phones too. She spends a lot of 

time reading through recipes Wand wishes it 

was easier to find recipes that she could make 

with her minimal kitchen.
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User Interviews
Normally, the personas conducted in the 

previous phase would guide our search process 

for interview candidates. Although, for this 

project, we were not able to be exclusive and 

instead searched for any willing partic-ipants 

within the ages of 18-35 years old. We ended 

up interviewing three Kennesaw State 

University (KSU) students and one KSU alumni 

and faculty member.

participant’s life. These stories allow the de-

sign team to understand what a participant’s 

goals are, even if the participant does not. It 

also helps prevent the participants from giving 

answers that they think the team would want to 

hear. These types of answers greatly skew the 

data and may lead to poor design. All names of 

the participants have been changed to maintain 

their privacy.

Participants

SarahSarah

Our first interview was with Sarah, a 20-year-

old student who has been cooking her whole 

life. She has a large family and always helps 

out in the kitchen. Sarah is often searching 

online and on Pinterest for new recipes for her 

to make. She uses these platforms mainly for 

inspiration. 

She enjoys simple recipes the most, which 

require few dishes to make. She often searches 

for one-pot recipes. Sarah made it clear that she 

doesn’t like to clean up and would cook signifi-

cantly more if she did not have to clean her own 

dishes afterward.

Sarah’s favorite food to cook, and eat, is pasta. 

She mostly cooks dinner and rarely cooks for 

earlier meals of the day. She does, however, like 

to snack on healthy foods throughout the day.

Throughout these interviews, the participants 

were asked open-ended questions relating to 

their food preparation experiences. The inter-

view was styled to be a conversation rather than 

a standard question and response format. This 

encourages honest responses that are directly 

related to the participants’ needs. The conver-

sation style promotes storytelling from the

Whenever she tries a new recipe for the first 

time, she will not cut the proportions down 

for a single person. This leads her to have of-

ten leftovers, which she quickly tires ofv and 

ends up throwing away. Sarah only cooks twice 

a week on Tuesdays and Fridays. These are the 

only days where she has enough free time to 

prepare meals.

Every time Sarah goes back home to her par-

ent’s house, she cooks much more difficult 

and exotic meals with her mom. She said it 

was because her mom is an experienced cook 

and her kitchen is more suited for such meals. 

When asked about her experience with cooking 

apps, Sarah honestly answered that “[She] kind 

of [finds them] annoying.” She felt that an app 

that she has to keep updating constantly would 

be more bothersome than helpful to her. Sarah 

said that if she already knew what food she had, 

she would already be using it.

Sarah’s interview showed the design team sev-

eral things. First, home cooks are not always 

concerned with throwing out their food. Sar-

ah said she was interested in saving money by 

using all of her food, but it was not a necessity 

or that important to her. We also had Pinterest 

brought to our attention. We had not realized 

that this was a popular app to use for food sug-

gestions, but after this interview, we began to 

look into it more and found it to be used widely 

for such purposes. Next, being able to see how 

many and what kind of dishes are required is 

important to some home cooks and will even 

directly impact the meals they can even make. 

Finally, having an easy way to keep the app up-

dated is essential to prevent annoying users.
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cleaning up. He just felt like he had “simple 

tastes.” Eric was unique from the other partici-

pants, in that he was the only one who counted 

his caloric intake. While he did not count every 

single calorie he took in, he did have a rough 

estimate of it at the end of the week. Nutrition-

al information is something that is essential to 

him.

Overall, Eric wants to attempt cooking, but he is 

put off by the seemingly, complicated process. 

The main thing, he felt, that would encourage 

him to cook is simplifying the cooking pro-

cess as a whole. Eric’s interview left the design 

team hopeful. He, in large part, represented the 

potential user we are trying to reach with this 

app, an inexperienced cook trying to take their 

first steps to learn a new skill.

The team also learned, from Eric, that nutri-

tional values are important to some people, but 

not everyone, as we learned through the other 

participants. Also, the idea that the types of 

kitchen tools one has directly impacted their 

meal choices was further solidified after this 

interview.

Finally, while Eric usually does not waste a lot 

of food, he is not too concerned about the food 

he does end up throwing away.

Claire

Claire is a KSU alumna and faculty member. 

She is 30 years old and often cooks with her 

husband. She became gluten-free, with her 

husband, in recent years, and requires a lot of 

substitutions in her cooking because of this. 

Dinner is the meal that Claire prepares the 

most. She sticks with fruits and yogurt for 

breakfast, most days, and lunch is usually left-

overs from dinner. Claire said that she uses up 

at least 95% of any leftover food she has and 

even goes so far to plan out what she will do 

with leftovers before she has them. Wasting 

food is not something she approves of.

Claire’s meal choices are frequently determined 

by how much time she has to make them. She 

doesn’t like having to get home after work and 

prepare a meal that will take two hours to fin-

ish. So, she seeks out recipes that require little 

preparation.

When she seeks out new recipe ideas, Claire 

uses Pinterest or cookbooks. Claire enjoys “old 

school” methods of note-taking, recipe finding, 

etc. and prefers cookbooks and pen and paper 

over apps or websites. She prefers these meth-

ods because she spends most of her day on the 

phone or at a computer for her work.

Whenever she goes to the store or farmers mar-

ket, Claire writes out her grocery list.

She even told a funny story about how a store 

worker once came up to her and commented on 

Eric

Our second interview was with Eric. Eric is a 

23-year-old student who has rarely ever cooked 

his own food. He has not cooked out of a lack of 

necessity, saying that his parents always made 

him food, or he ate out. He relies mostly on his 

KSU meal plan to feed himself and uses it for 

around 70% of his diet.

Eric has cooked a few times as an assistant to 

his mom or, more recently, his girlfriend. He 

has never been a part of the planning process, 

however, but is often “dragged” along to the 

grocery store. He said that having someone 

guiding him through the cooking process would 

encourage him to attempt cooking more of his 

own food.

When he has helped cook a meal, Eric said he 

will almost always have leftovers, and will end 

up essential to him. eating over 70% of these 

leftovers and will throw out the rest. Eric rarely 

gets tired of food and said he has simple tastes 

with chicken and pasta being his favorites.

Eric said that he is far less likely to attempt 

cooking at his house by campus, than back at 

home. He also said that he would prefer to cook 

simple meals, but he wasn’t concerned with 
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her list. The employee was shocked that she saw 

someone using an actual grocery list for once. 

Even with periodic praise from employees, 

Claire does not enjoy grocery shopping. Overall, 

she feels that most stores are overcrowded, and 

she has difficulty finding any foreign ingredi-

ents that are not part of traditional American 

cuisine. She finds herself using these types of 

ingredients in a lot of substitution recipes for 

her gluten-free diet.

Claire prefers going to farmers’ markets, but 

cannot get everything she needs from the mar-

kets, so is forced to brave the packed isles of her 

local stores. If Claire could remove shopping 

from the entire process, she would do so glad-

ly. While she is not a big fan of them, she said 

that she would be willing to try a recipe sugges-

tion app if she was able to filter by her dietary 

restrictions. She would also like substitution 

options for regular meals. Claire reminded us 

that dietary restrictions are important to be 

mindful of, as well as, showing substitutions 

that fit those restrictions. She also reinforced 

the notion that Pinterest is widely used for rec-

ipes. We learned that some people just prefer to 

“unplug” from digital devices and are not look-

ing for a new and exciting app. They just enjoy 

the classic method of flipping through pages.

We also began exploring the idea of adapting 

the app to ease the shopping process by pro-

viding detailed descriptions, and images, of the 

ingredients in a recipe. 

Jordan

Jordan offered an interesting perspective com-

pared to the other three interviews. He is a 

20-year-old KSU student who almost never 

cooks his own food. He only eats out, at the 

commons, or buys premade food from the store. 

Jordan says he does not enjoy cooking because 

he has to clean up afterward. At one point, Jor-

dan told us about how, as a kid, he enjoyed

cooking, but when his parents started mak-

ing him wash his own dishes, he immediately 

stopped liking it. Now, the only time he ever 

cooks is when he goes home and will only have 

food to eat if he cooks it himself.

Jordan felt like he would attempt cooking more 

if he had a way to reduce the mess, he had to 

clean up, and if he had visual assistance to help 

him cook the food. Jordan is a self-proclaimed 

visual learner and prefers videos as a source of 

information overwritten out steps and instruc-

tions.

Technologically, Jordan is proficient. He spends 

around half the day on his phone, switching 

between various streaming apps, mostly Twitch 

and Youtube. Jordan was an unexpected but 

valuable interview. His interview showed us 

that not everyone has a desire to cook or neces-

sity. This is a fact that had slipped our minds in 

the earlier process of the research phase. Jordan 

taught us about the people who are most likely 

not going to use our app. Usually, we would not 

interview someone who represents a non-user, 

but because we had little time and resources to 

perform the interviews, we had to take anyone 

we could get to fulfill the project requirements.

We learned that not everyone is interested in 

learning to cook and are content with only

eating premade food. However, Jordan did show 

us that having video tutorials and minimizing 

clean up might interest people to attempt cook-

ing more.

Takeaways

Conducting these interviews provided great 

insight into what users want in a food or recipe 

app. While conducting the interviews, we were 

able to identify several similarities between the 

participants in terms of their goals when pre-

paring to cook and the action of cooking. These 

user goals are:

1.  To find simple and quick meals

2.  To eliminate the cleanup process a much as 

possible

3.  To be inspired

4.  To have the option of virtual assistance in 

the form of video tutorials 
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Conclusion

In conclusion, this Goal-Directed Design research report encompasses a 

variety of information pertaining to the different stages of the research 

phase. The information in this report offers a great foundation to built 

upon during the creation of our product, “What’s In Your Fridge.” The 

report begins with a brief explanation of the kickoff meeting and then 

explains the Stakeholder Interview substitutions. Afterward, the report 

delves into the Literature Review, which is composed of information re-

searched through web searches and academic articles. It then proceeds 

with an analysis of the different competing products within the Competi-

tive Audit, and finally, the report ends with the User Interviews, which in-

cludes the persona hypothesis, reviews of the research sessions, and differ-

ent identifiable patterns found throughout the interviews as well as user 

goals. This report consists of factual evidence, which was gained through 

qualitative research. The purpose of the factual evidence contained in our 

report is to allow our audience to understand better the design choices 

made by our design team.
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